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Managed File Transfer - Simplified
DataMotion Managed File Transfer enables secure file exchange through a unique,
centralized approach. Simply define your file transfer objectives, and the solution will
orchestrate and report on all your transfer activity. A unified approach allows servers,
mainframes, employees, partners and customers to easily exchange sensitive data. It’s
streamlined, secure and smart. And it saves you money.
Efficient Business Processes Without the Headache
Most MFT solutions use a file system approach, and require folder permissions and
custom scripts for each workflow. DataMotion Managed File Transfer uses a simpler,
results-oriented approach to easily describe and manage your transfers without the
need for scripts, file directories or access control lists.
It’s easy to map closely to your company’s actual business processes and workflows,
whether user-to-user, system-to-system, or any combination in-between. A range of
connectors are provided, allowing users and systems to participate in ways that are
most natural to them. The solution overlays your existing infrastructure, enhancing its
capability, saving you time and adding to the bottom line.



Recognize immediate
cost reduction, improve
your bottom line, and
increase your business’s
competitive advantage



Simplify workflow and
increase efficiency



Reduce your exposure to
compliance violations,
litigation and penalties



Easily manage, control,
secure and report
all data exchanges



Meet SLA requirements

Secure and in Control
Secure data exchange is a legal requirement to comply with industry regulations like HIPAA, HITECH, and
PCI. DataMotion Managed FileTransfer gives you assurance that sensitive information is being encrypted.
Central tracking and reporting provides visibility into all exchanges – making it simple to prove Service Level
Agreements and demonstrate compliance. Now, all transfers between systems and people – internal and external
– can be managed and controlled.
Beyond Managed File Transfer
Secure file exchange is just one component of the broader DataMotion platform. Using a centralized approach,
the platform facilitates and coordinates data exchanges via email, file transfers, electronic forms, and automated
processes. It provides a consistent experience for all exchanges, reducing complexity and increasing efficiency.
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FEATURES


Offered as hybrid public or private cloud



Cobranded web portal



File directory monitoring & email job triggering



Additional Technical Specifications


Standard-based encryption: AES, SSL, SSH



Transport protocols: SFTP, FTPS, FTP, HTTPS,
SMTP, POP3 TLS, SSL

Integrated conversion engine



Windows, OSX, Linux, Unix & z/OS support



Integrated encryption – no separate key management



Extensive browser and email client support



Configurable file expiration



Smartphone and tablet support



Centralized, remote administration



SSAE 16, SAS 70 Type II Certified Data Center



End-to-end tracking and reporting



Fully compatible with archiving systems



Active Directory SSO



APIs for integration with applications, portals and
systems



Supports multi-GB files



Ad hoc transfers requires no special end-user software



Integrates with DataMotion SecureMail

BENEFITS


Up and running within a day



Data transfer design maps to your actual business
processes



Supports transfers between people and machines



Enables ad hoc and scheduled transfers in one solution



No scripting or custom development required



Overlays your existing systems - no rip and replace



Leverages tools your partners and end users already
have in place



Supports existing job schedules

“With the volatility of the economy, companies are
looking to efficiently share, secure, audit and
manage the movement of information from point to
point. Having a platform that automates some of
these governance processes without the expense of
additional hardware or expensive integration
middleware – means companies can be more
transparent and confident that they are compliant
with industry, regional and legal regulations and
mandates.”
– Frank Kenney,
Research Director, Gartner

